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Abstract

Background—Major depression and alcohol dependence co-occur within individuals and families to a higher than expected degree. This study investigated whether mood-related drinking motives mediate the association between major depression and alcohol dependence, and what the genetic and environmental bases are for this relationship.

Methods—The sample included 5,181 individuals from the Virginia Adult Twin Study of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders, aged 30 and older. Participants completed a clinical interview which assessed lifetime major depression, alcohol dependence, and mood-related drinking motives.

Results—Mood-related drinking motives significantly explained the depression-alcohol dependence relationship at both the phenotypic and familial levels. Results from twin analyses indicated that for both males and females, the familial factors underlying mood-related drinking motives accounted for virtually all of the familial variance that overlaps between depression and alcohol dependence.

Conclusions—The results are consistent with an indirect role for mood-related drinking motives in the etiology of depression and alcohol dependence, and suggest that mood-related drinking motives may be a useful index of vulnerability for these conditions.
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Excessive Alcohol Consumption is the third leading cause of preventable death in the United States (Mokdad et al., 2004), and alcohol use disorders, including alcohol dependence (AD), can result in functional disability and serious immediate and long-term health problems. Similarly, major depression (MD) has a marked effect on quality of life and is associated with substantial impairment in psychosocial and occupational functioning. In the National Comorbidity Study Replication, a nationally representative household survey of 9,282 individuals, 16.6% of the sample met lifetime criteria for MD and 13.2 and 5.4% met lifetime criteria for alcohol abuse and AD (Kessler et al., 2005a). Nationally representative surveys typically find higher prevalence of MD, and lower prevalence of AD, in women compared to men (e.g., Hasin et al., 2005; Kessler et al., 2005a).
MD and AD co-occur within individuals at higher rates than expected by chance in both treatment and community-based studies (Kessler et al., 2005b; Merikangas and Gelernter, 1990; Ross et al., 1988). Nationally representative studies in the United States typically find a 2- to 4-fold increased risk of MD or AD given the occurrence of the other (Grant and Harford, 1995; Kessler et al., 1997; Regier et al., 1990). Although the higher than expected association between AD and MD is widely recognized, there is little agreement about the basis for the relationship between the 2 disorders (for reviews see Davidson and Ritson, 1993; Swendsen and Merikangas, 2000).

### Mediation of Negative Affect and AD by Drinking Motives

Cognitive schema, such as drinking motives, is one possible explanation for the association between MD and AD. Drinking motives are important predictors of problem drinking, and 4 key motives for alcohol consumption have been described in the literature: drinking to cope with negative feelings, for psychological or physiological enhancement, for social facilitation, and for conformity (Cooper, 1994; Cooper et al., 1992b). Motivational models of alcohol use (Cooper et al., 1992a, 1995) propose that negative emotions lead to the use of alcohol to cope with negative mood, and the reduction of negative affect is commonly cited as a motive for using alcohol (Peirce et al., 1994). Findings concerning the role of gender in mood-related drinking motives suggest that males typically report stronger mood-related drinking motives and alcohol expectancies than females (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004).

Previous studies indicate an association between mood-related drinking motives and the occurrence of multiple negative drinking outcomes (Carey and Correia, 1997; Carpenter and Hasin, 1998a,b, 1999; Cooper et al., 1992b; Fromme et al., 1993; Holahan et al., 2003; Kassel et al., 2000; Peirce et al., 1994; Prescott et al., 2004). In addition, mood-related drinking motives and alcohol problems are associated even after adjusting for drinking levels, indicating that these drinking motives contribute additional risk for problematic drinking beyond their influence on alcohol consumption (e.g., Cooper et al., 1988; Kassel et al., 2000).

Several studies have reported that mood-related drinking motives mediate the relationship between negative affect and alcohol-related problems (Cooper et al., 1995; Gaher et al., 2006; Holahan et al., 2004; Peirce et al., 1994), suggesting that individuals with higher levels of negative emotions are at an increased risk of drinking to self-medicate (Colder, 2001). Zack and colleagues (1999) found that among individuals with drinking problems, those with high psychiatric distress demonstrated stronger cognitive associations between negative affect and alcohol concepts. In a prospective study, Holahan and colleagues (2003) found that higher levels of drinking to cope with negative mood at a baseline assessment predicted heavier alcohol consumption at 1-, 4-, and 10-year follow-ups, and alcohol problems at the 1- and 4-year follow-ups. In a Puerto Rican sample, Johnson and Gurin (1994) reported that drinking and negative affect were more likely to co-occur among individuals who believed that alcohol would improve their mood. The available evidence suggests that drinking to regulate affect may partially explain the relationship between depressed mood and alcohol consumption within individuals.

### Familial Transmission of MD and AD

Family and twin studies are used to assess possible mechanisms for the association between AD and MD. One proposed explanation that has been extensively evaluated is that the disorders have a shared etiology, such as overlapping genetic or environmental risk factors. The genetic influences on risk for developing MD and AD are well established (Prescott et al., 2006; Sullivan et al., 2000), and several family and adoption studies support the hypothesis of a common familial liability underlying both disorders (Finn et al., 1990; Ingraham and Wender, 1992). For example, Grant and colleagues (1996) and Dawson and Grant (1996) reported that...
relatives of individuals with both AD and MD had a higher prevalence of AD than relatives of individuals with AD only. In addition, individuals with MD without AD were more likely to have alcoholic relatives compared with individuals without either disorder, suggesting that AD and MD have a shared underlying liability.

Twin studies also provide evidence for overlapping genetic and environmental influences for the association of MD and AD. In an earlier study with the Virginia Adult Twin Study of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders (VATSPSUD) sample, Prescott and colleagues (2000) found that 9 to 14% of the variation in liability to AD overlapped with MD, with 50 to 60% of this overlap due to genetic factors and the remainder to specific environmental influences. In a study of Australian twin pairs, Knopik and colleagues (2004) found that a history of MD was an important genetic correlate of risk for alcoholism, but the heritability of alcoholism was still large after adjusting for MD and other psychiatric and personality measures. Lyons and colleagues (2006), in a sample of males from the Vietnam Era Veteran Twin Registry, could not distinguish between the overlapping causes model and a causal model in which MD leads to AD and vice versa. In summary, these results suggest that there are genetic and environmental factors that are overlapping between MD and AD, as well as specific genetic and environmental factors that influence the liability to MD or to AD.

Mediation of MD–AD Overlapping Liability by Drinking Motives

The underlying genetic and environmental factors that contribute to this overlapping liability to MD and AD remain unclear. The phenotypic association between cognitive schema and AD raises the possibility of drinking motives as a potential explanation. Although there is relatively little research on familial influences on drinking motives, the existing research suggests that there is a moderate familial resemblance (possibly genetic) for mood-related drinking motives. Studies have shown that twins have similar beliefs about alcohol and some of this similarity can be attributed to shared genetic factors (Perry, 1973; Prescott et al., 2004; Vernon et al., 1996). Using a sample from VATSPSUD, Prescott and colleagues (2004) found that approximately 40% of variation in mood-related drinking motives was attributed to genetic factors. Agrawal and colleagues (2008) reported that genetic factors contributed to 18% of the total variance in mood-related drinking motives in a sample of young adult same-sex female twins. Results from an adolescent sample in Finland suggest strong genetic effects on positive expectancies and weaker genetic effects on negative expectancies (Merrill et al., 1999; Viken et al., 2002). In addition, multiple family studies indicate that a family history of alcoholism is associated with more positive expectancies and stronger motives for drinking (Brown et al., 1987; Chalder et al., 2006; Mann et al., 1987; Sher et al., 1991; Worobec et al., 1990). Prior research with the current sample suggests that mood-related drinking motives mediate the genetic contribution to AD (Prescott et al., 2004), with genetic factors underlying mood-related drinking motives accounting for virtually all of the genetic risk for AD in males, and about two-thirds of the genetic risk in females.

Given the evidence that the overlap between MD and AD, and the overlap between AD and mood-related drinking motives are partially familial, it is possible that mood-related drinking motives contribute to the familial association between MD and AD. One potential mechanism is that there is a genetic basis underlying positive hedonic response to alcohol, which would increase likelihood of drinking in response to negative mood, and indirectly increase risk for AD. Alternatively, there may be an inherited sensitivity to negative affect, which could contribute to drinking to manage mood in response to psychological distress, increasing risk for AD and/or the development of MD. It is also possible that mood-related drinking motives are transmitted through the family environment. Individuals reared in an environment where alcohol is used as a means to cope with MD may learn to manage negative mood states in the same way.
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In summary, mood-related drinking motives are associated with negative mood and multiple indices of problem drinking. Prior studies have examined the contribution of mood-related drinking to depression and alcohol use symptomatology, but to the best of our knowledge this is the first study examining whether mood-related drinking motives mediate the familial association of MD and AD diagnoses. We evaluated 2 hypotheses: First, that mood-related drinking motives partially mediate the association between lifetime MD and AD. Second, that mood-related drinking motives have a substantial familial overlap with MD and AD and partially mediate the overlapping risk for lifetime MD and AD.

Material and Methods

Subjects

The sample comprised individuals from the VATSPSUD, a longitudinal study of psychopathology in 2 samples of adult twins. The samples were originally identified through the Virginia Twin Registry, and include Caucasian twins born in Virginia between 1934 and 1974. Data for this study come from wave 4 of data collection in female twin pairs (FF4), a telephone interview conducted 1995 to 1997. Of 2,295 women eligible to participate in FF4, 1,939 (84.5%) were interviewed. This study also includes data from wave 2 of data collection in male–male and male–female (MM/MF2) twin pairs, an in-person interview conducted 1995 to 1998. Of 6,812 males and females eligible to participate in MM/MF2, 5,621 individuals (82.5%) were interviewed. (See Kendler and Prescott, 2006 for more details on recruitment and nonparticipation.) The MM/MF2 and FF4 assessments were chosen for this study because the AD assessment was most comparable across the 2 samples and these provide the most recent information about lifetime MD and AD. Participants were informed about the purpose of the study and gave verbal informed consent before telephone interviews and written informed consent before in-person interviews.

For this study, we limited the sample to individuals aged 30 and older to exclude participants who were not yet past the primary risk period for developing either disorder. This resulted in excluding 2,029 participants from the original sample. Although limiting our sample reduces our power, it is expected to increase the accuracy of our results. The ages of onset for MD and AD differ across gender (Beckman, 1975; Piccinelli and Wilkinson, 2000), and it is especially important that our sample consists of individuals who have already passed through the highest risk period to make inferences about sex differences. This way, estimates of twin-pair resemblance in the opposite-sex pairs are not biased in a different way than might exist for same-sex pairs. Age 30 was used as the cut-off age because previous research with this sample shows incidence of MD and AD levels off in males and females after age 30 (Kuo et al., 2006).

Unlike alcohol expectancies, drinking motives are based on personal experience with drinking alcohol, and motives for drinking are not valid to measure in lifetime abstainers and very infrequent drinkers. Consequently, 325 individuals who reported that they had never used alcohol or had never consumed 12 or more drinks within a year were not administered the motives questionnaire and are excluded from these analyses. Another 25 individuals missing AD data are excluded from these analyses. An additional 686 individuals did not return the motives questionnaire and are subsequently missing on drinking motives; however, the MD and AD data for these individuals are included in the analyses and we examine the effects of this incomplete data in the Results.

The analyses for this study are thus based on data from a total of 5,181 individuals aged 30 and older who completed the clinical interview, including 1,321 females from FF4 and 932 females and 2,928 males from MM/MF2. The sample includes 3,908 individuals from complete
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pairs and 1,273 individuals whose cotwin did not participate or were excluded for insufficient drinking history. The mean age of the sample is 40.6 (SD = 7.0, range 30–62).

Measures

Lifetime AD and MD diagnoses were made using DSM-IV criteria based on a structured diagnostic interview assessment, adapted from the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Disorders (Spitzer and Williams, 1985) and administered by clinically trained interviewers. Use of lifetime AD and MD, rather than current diagnosis, allows for the assessment of liability to these disorders. Although participants who have not had AD or MD may still develop these disorders in their 30 seconds or later, the twin pairs are matched for age and are thus at the same place in the distribution of risk. Test–retest reliability among randomly selected participants re-interviewed 2 to 8 weeks after their original interview was $\kappa = 0.66$ (95% CI= 0.58–0.74) for MD ($N = 375$) and $\kappa = 0.72$ (95% CI = 0.61–0.82) for AD ($N = 382$) (Kendler and Prescott, 2006).

Drinking motives were assessed using 4 scales from the Alcohol Use Inventory (AUI), a self-report measure developed in alcoholism treatment centers (Horn and Wanberg, 1983). This study utilizes the Mood Management scale (abbreviated MOT for motives). Respondents answered 7 items that assess mood-related drinking motives (e.g., Do you drink to change your mood? Do you start drinking to get over being depressed?). The time frame for measurement for the MOT scale is not specified in the AUI instructions, except that individuals who are not current drinkers are instructed to answer for the period when they were drinking. The internal consistency estimate (Cronbach alpha) for the MOT scale was 0.82 and the test–retest correlation based on 256 subjects assessed twice over a 8-week interval was $r = 0.85$ (Prescott et al., 2004). A principal components analysis of MOT items yielded 1 large factor (eigenvalue = 3.5), that accounted for 50% of the total variance in the 7 items. Factor loadings from the 1-factor solution ranged from 0.48 to 0.81. MOT scores were calculated by adding the item scores (0 = no, 1 = yes) and dividing by the number of items (1 item was coded 0 to 2) to get an average score. The distribution of scores was positively skewed, so scores were log-transformed prior to analysis.

In the Results, we report analyses that evaluated several covariates that could affect the association between AD and MD, including gender, age, education, and family income. We also examined the evidence for biases associated with incomplete data and sample attrition.

Twin Model Estimation and Assumptions

Twin models were fit directly to the raw data and included individuals from both complete and incomplete pairs. Standard liability threshold models were used to estimate the genetic and environmental contributions to twin-pair resemblance for their liability to MD and AD. Liability is an inferred trait that is assumed to be continuous and normally distributed.

Individual differences in liability arise from 3 sources: additive genetic variation (A) from genes whose allelic effects combine additively; common environment (C) includes all shared environments that make family members more similar, and specific environment (E) which includes all remaining environmental factors and measurement error. Monozygotic (MZ) twins are similar because they share all of their genetic and shared environmental factors, whereas dizygotic (DZ) twins resemble each other because they share on average half of their genetic variation and all of their shared environment. Comparing the resemblance of MZ and DZ twins allows for the estimation of each source's contribution to individual differences in liability to a disorder, or to the covariance between disorders.

Twin studies have several assumptions including: random mating with respect to genetic liability, equal environment assumption (EEA), and additivity and independence of genetic
and environmental components. Although there is evidence of phenotypic nonrandom mating for MD and AD (e.g., Maes et al., 1998), it does not seem to be a large enough effect to substantially bias the estimates in the current analyses. The EEA is that the shared environment of MZ pairs is equally similar to that of DZ pairs. Previous studies of MD and AD in the VATSPSUD are consistent with the validity of the EEA (Kendler and Gardner, 1998). In a traditional twin design (without information on other relatives), the assumptions of additivity and independence cannot be evaluated. However, studies of alcohol consumption in extended families suggest gene–environment correlations contribute only a small amount of variance (Eaves et al., 1989).

Statistical Analyses

Analyses included all participants with lifetime MD and AD information regardless of whether their co-twins participated in the study. Analyses were conducted in 3 steps. First, biases due to attrition and incomplete data were tested by comparing group means using SAS™ software version 9.1 (SAS Institute, 2004).

Second, the mediating role of MOT (Hypothesis 1) was investigated by structural modeling analyses of the phenotypic data. The correlation between MD and AD was estimated before and after partialling the variance in each disorder attributable to MOT. Standard errors and statistical tests were adjusted to account for correlated observations by allowing twins within pairs to be correlated (but the correlations were otherwise unstructured).

Third, evidence for Hypothesis 2, mediation at the familial level was investigated by structural models fit to the twin-pair data. These models are the biometric version of the analyses conducted for step 2. Several trivariate twin models were fit to partition the covariance among MOT, MD, and AD into genetic and environmental components.  

Model I is a variation of a full Cholesky decomposition model (Neale and Cardon, 1992) that assesses indirect mediation (see Fig. 1). In the Cholesky model, the contribution of an independent variable is assessed after adjusting for its shared variance with other independent variables. In the current multivariate model, the first set of factors (A1, C1, and E1) contributes to MOT, MD, and AD. The second set of factors is shared only between MD and AD (A2, C2, and E2), the third set of factors is unique to MD (A3, C3, and E3), and fourth set of factors is unique to AD (A4, C4, and E4). Mediation is estimated by examining how much overlapping variance remains between MD and AD after partialling the variance in common with MOT.

The fit of this baseline model (Model 1, Table 4) was compared to 3 models representing alternative mechanisms for mediation of the MD–AD association: (1) complete mediation (that the MD–AD association is completely explained by the familial and environmental factors overlapping with MOT) was tested with a model that fixed the genetic, common environment, and individual specific environment paths from the MD–AD common factor (A2, C2, and E2) to zero; (2) familial mediation was tested with a model that fixed the genetic and common environment paths from the MD–AD common factor (A2 and C2) to zero; and (3) a direct mediation model was tested that directly regressed AD and MD on MOT (see Fig. 2).

All structural models were fit using Mplus™ software version 4.2 (Muthen and Muthen, 2006) using the WLSMV estimation option (See Prescott, 2004, for details of twin modeling.

---

1 Past research using the VATSPSUD sample found the genetic correlation for AD in opposite sex pairs to be less than the expected 0.5 (i.e., genetic factors are not completely the same in males and females). In this sample, the genetic correlation of AD in opposite sex twins ($r_g$) was estimated at 0.29, but was not significantly different from 0.50. Therefore, all models fixed $r_g$ at the assumed value of 0.5.

2 This model is mathematically equivalent to a full Cholesky model, but estimates residual factors for both MD and AD. To identify this model, we equated the loadings of A2, C2, and E2 to be equivalent for MD and for AD. Doing this clarifies the interpretation of the estimates for the factors contributing to the MD–AD overlap.
with Mplus). The goodness-of-fit of alternative models was evaluated using chi-square difference tests (with \( p < 0.05 \) indicating worse fit). All model comparisons were between nested models, so the model fits could be compared directly. Standard likelihood-based calculations using the Mplus MISSING command were used to incorporate information from the 625 nonabstaining individuals missing MOT scores. Essentially, this estimates model parameters adjusting for missing data using the missing at random assumption. Including information from people without MOT provides more data to test the basis for the association of MD with AD and also provides correct estimates for the MD–AD association if it varies between those with and without MOT data.

In prior research with this sample, males had a higher prevalence of AD and higher MOT scores, and females had a higher prevalence of MD. Consequently, the phenotypic analyses were fit allowing gender differences in prevalence, regressions and correlations. Unless stated otherwise, all twin models were fit allowing the means, thresholds, variances, and covariances to vary across males and females.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics by sex for AD, MD, MOT, and demographic variables are listed in Table 1. There were significant sex differences for all 3 measures. Consistent with prior findings in the larger sample from which these participants were drawn, compared to females, males had higher prevalence of lifetime AD (26.2% vs. 10.1%) and MOT scores (.20 vs. .16), and lower prevalence of lifetime MD (29.9% vs. 36.6%). Correlations of MD, AD, and MOT by sex and zygosity are shown in Table 2. AD was significantly correlated with MD and MOT for both males and females. MZ pair correlations were greater than DZ pair correlations for all main variables except MD in males, consistent with genetic influences on MOT and AD in both sexes, and MD in females. The observation that DZ male pairs were nearly as correlated for MD as MZ pairs is consistent with familial environmental effects, but combined with the opposite-sex DZ pair information indicates a combination of genetic and family environment.

**Testing for Biases From Incomplete Data**

Possible biases due to incomplete data were tested in several ways. Demographic variables, MD and AD were used to predict the presence or absence of MOT scores using multiple logistic regression. The only finding significant at \( p < 0.05 \) was that females with lower education were more likely to be missing MOT scores \( (p < 0.01) \). However, the effect size was small \( (OR = 1.08, \text{per year of schooling}) \) and not of practical significance. There were no significant differences between individuals missing MOT and those not missing MOT on any of the demographic variables or AD in either gender. Females missing MOT were significantly less likely to have MD (32.3% compared to 37.6%, \( p < 0.05 \)).

Next, bias from incomplete twin pairs was evaluated by comparing means of MOT scores and prevalence of diagnoses of participants from complete versus incomplete pairs. The groups did not differ significantly on AD, MD, or MOT scores. We also found no evidence that the AD–MOT relationship differed by completion status. In a logistic regression analysis of AD on MOT, MD, completion status, and the interaction of completion by MOT, there was no significant interaction for completion \( \times \) MOT.

In prior analyses with the complete sample, younger age, lower education, and lower family income were associated with higher risk for AD. We therefore investigated the potential impact of these characteristics on our analyses. We tested whether the MD–AD association was attenuated by accounting for covariates (i.e., mediation) as well as whether it varied across levels of covariates (i.e., moderation). Regressions of AD on MD and cross twin MD–AD correlations were computed with and without adjusting for the demographic covariates. The
effect of covariates on the regression of AD on MD or on the cross-twin MD–AD correlations was negligible (reduced in value by <0.02) in males and females. In addition, there were no significant interactions of MD with the demographic variables in predicting AD in either gender.

In sum, the results suggest little evidence of bias from missing MOT data or incomplete twin pairs. Given the trivial influence of demographic covariates on the AD–MD correlations, and the complexity of including them in the twin models, phenotypic and twin-pair analyses were conducted without covariates.

**Phenotypic Mediation Analyses**

To test the mediation hypothesis, the phenotypic relationships among MD, AD, and MOT were investigated. A preliminary model equating the correlation estimates among MD, AD, and MOT across males and females produced a poor fit to the data \(\Delta \chi^2(3) = 13.3, p < 0.01\), so all models were fit allowing gender differences. The estimates from a baseline model correlating MOT, MD, and AD (Model I, Table 3), were compared to those of a partial mediation model that regressed AD on MOT, MD on MOT, and estimated the residual correlation between MD and AD (Model II, Table 3). Comparing the MD–AD estimates from the baseline and partial mediation model indicates how much the MD–AD relationship changes when the overlap due to MOT is partialled (Fig. 3). There was a significant reduction in the correlation between AD and MD after including the regressions of AD on MOT and MD on MOT. In males, the MD–AD correlation was reduced from \(r = 0.32\) to \(0.15\) (\(p < 0.01\)). In females, the reduction was somewhat less, from \(0.43\) to \(0.31\) (\(p < 0.01\)).

A third model was also fit, in which the MD–AD residual correlation was fixed at zero. This resulted in significantly worse model fit \(\Delta \chi^2(2) = 96.5, p < 0.01\), indicating that the association between MD and AD cannot be fully accounted for by MOT (Model III, Table 3).

**Twin Models**

Several trivariate twin models were fit to partition the covariance among MOT, MD, and AD into genetic and environmental components. First, a full trivariate model equating all the unique and common parameters across males and females, produced a poor fit to the data \(\Delta \chi^2(18) = 39.9, p < 0.01\), so all subsequent models were fit allowing gender differences. Next, a full trivariate model that estimated all possible unique and common parameters served as the baseline model (Model I, Table 4, also see Fig. 1). Based on the obtained estimates from Model I, a reduced model was fit that fixed nonsignificant paths in Model I to zero (Model II, Table 4). All common environmental influences for females and males (i.e., all loadings on C1, C2, C3, and C4) could be fixed to zero without a significance worsening in fit \(\Delta \chi^2(12) = 7.6, p < 0.58\).

Model III (Table 4) tests the hypothesis of complete mediation: that MD and AD are associated only through the familial and environmental effects they share with MOT. This was fit by altering Model II so that the loadings of AD and MD on A2 and E2 were fixed at zero. This model fit significantly worse than Model II \(\Delta \chi^2(4) = 23.6, p < 0.001\), indicating that there is not complete mediation.

In Model II, the path from the genetic factor underlying MD and AD (A2) was not significantly different from zero for males or females. We thus fit a reduced model with these paths fixed to zero, representing the hypothesis of no familial overlap of MD and AD other than what is shared with MOT. This model (IV in Table 4) does not fit significantly worse than Model II \(\Delta \chi^2(2) = 0.7, p < 0.71\), consistent with complete mediation of the familial MD–AD overlap.
Finally, a direct mediation model was tested to represent the hypothesis that drinking to manage mood directly mediates the association between MD and AD (see Fig. 2 and Model V, Table 4). This model fit significantly worse than the baseline indirect mediation model [$\Delta \chi^2(8) = 28.7, p < 0.001$], so further reductions of this model were not conducted.

Based on these results, the familial mediation model (IV) was selected as the best-fitting model for representing the basis for the associations among MOT, AD, and MD. Table 5 provides standardized parameter estimates and standard errors from Model IV. Figure 4 shows how the MD–AD association is partitioned into genetic ($r_a$), common environment ($r_c$), and individual-specific environment ($r_e$) components in the full bivariate model (i.e., before partialling MOT) and after partialling MOT (Model IV). For males, $r_a$ is reduced from 0.08 to 0.0, $r_c$ is reduced from 0.11 to 0.0, and $r_e$ is reduced from 0.13 to 0.09. For females, $r_a$ is reduced from 0.19 to 0.0, $r_c$ is reduced from 0.01 to 0.0, and $r_e$ remains the same (0.23).

**Discussion**

Although prior research indicates MD and mood-related drinking motives each share familial risk with AD, no prior study has examined the role of mood-related drinking motives as a mediator of the familial association between MD and AD. We first hypothesized that mood-related drinking motives would partially explain the MD–AD relationship in both males and females. The results of this study support this hypothesis.

Given that individual differences in MD, AD, and mood-related drinking motives are partially heritable, we also hypothesized that mood-related drinking motives would have a substantial familial overlap with MD and AD, and partially explain some of the familial overlapping risk for lifetime MD and AD. The results were consistent with this hypothesis: In both males and females, the familial factors underlying drinking to manage mood accounted for essentially all of the genetic and common environmental overlap of MD and AD.

**Gender Differences in Mediation**

Our results indicate stronger mood-related drinking motives, and a greater association between MD and mood-related drinking motives, in males compared to females. These findings are consistent with results from a comprehensive review of gender differences in risk factors for alcoholism, indicating that males consistently report stronger mood-related drinking motives and expectancies than females (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004). Although the familial MD–AD association is entirely explained by mood-related drinking motives in both genders, the remaining MD–AD overlap, due to individual-specific factors, is larger in females compared to males.

There are several potential mechanisms behind the gender differences in mediation. The degree to which an individual drinks alcohol to regulate mood is partially determined by the availability of alternative emotion regulation strategies. Because seeking treatment and social support for MD may be perceived as more socially acceptable for females (Moller-Leimkuhler, 2002), males may be more likely than females to drink to regulate mood rather than seek treatment or help from others. Some evidence indicates males are more likely to respond to negative mood states by taking action or distracting themselves, whereas females are more likely to engage in passive rumination as a coping strategy (Nolen-Hoeksema and Girgus, 1994). This gender difference in strategy potentially explains the gender difference in residual MD–AD overlap after accounting for mood-related drinking motives. Research also suggests that females perceive greater social sanctions for drinking and are more nurturant toward others than males, factors which may protect them from the development of alcohol-related problems (Nolen-Hoeksema and Girgus, 1994) and possibly decrease risk for drinking in response to negative mood.
Mechanisms for Overlapping Vulnerability

Our results shed light on several possible explanations for the etiology of the familial overlap between MD, AD, and mood-related drinking motives.

Overlapping dysregulations in stress and reward pathways probably contribute to a common biological pathway to both MD and AD (e.g., Markou et al., 1998; Rao, 2006), and individuals with a genetic predisposition to neurochemical dysfunction may be at an increased risk for MD, mood-related drinking motives, and AD (e.g., Lotrich and Pollock, 2004; Nellisery et al., 2003; Samochowiec et al., 2006).

Another explanation for how mood-related drinking motives might explain the overlapping MD–AD genetic variance is that genetic variation underlies the degree to which individuals experience alcohol as mood enhancing (Koob and Le Moal, 2001). If positive hedonic response to alcohol is genetically influenced, and promotes drinking to manage mood in response to MD, this could create shared genetic variation among MD, mood-related drinking motives, and AD.

It is also possible that mood-related drinking motives, MD, and AD are all influenced by some other, genetically influenced variable. If the personality trait of neuroticism is associated with high stress reactivity and leads to increased mood-related drinking, it could create shared genetic variance for MD and AD. This explanation is supported by evidence that neuroticism accounts for approximately one-third of the comorbidity between MD and AD (Khan et al., 2005).

Clinical Implications

These findings have implications for prevention and intervention for alcohol use disorders. Some prevention strategies are aimed at challenging and changing alcohol expectancies and drinking motives. However, changes in expectancies and motives do not always lead to reductions in alcohol consumption (Jones et al., 2001). Our results are not consistent with mood-related drinking motives acting as a direct cause of the association between MD and AD. Instead, drinking to manage mood may be a useful index of vulnerability for risk to develop MD and AD. This suggests that interventions that target drinking motives may not necessarily directly lead to long-term changes in risk for AD. Interestingly, these results differ from our findings for anxiety and heavy drinking, which are more consistent with anxiety-reduction motives acting as a direct mediator between social anxiety and heavy drinking (Jajodia et al., 2008).

These findings do not preclude the possibility that MD can directly lead to AD, and vice versa, and it is likely that there are multiple mechanisms of overlapping vulnerability. However, the current findings are informative about the mechanisms underlying the familial association between MD and AD even without knowing the direction of effect.

Some of these interpretations are tentative and await replication. Longitudinal, genetically informative studies that assess both positive and negative motives for drinking and their associations with depressive symptoms and alcohol use are needed to clarify these explanations.

Limitations and Strengths

One limitation to this study is the use of Caucasian Virginia-born twins. Although Virginia is culturally and geographically diverse, more research is needed to determine whether the results from our study can be generalized to individuals from other ethnic and regional backgrounds.
Another potential limitation is recall bias and accuracy of self-reported lifetime MD and AD symptoms based on one measurement occasion. However, test–retest reliability in this sample is good and supports the reliability of the interview procedures.

Our emphasis on clinical diagnoses overlooks individuals with sub-threshold symptoms. We chose to use DSM-IV diagnoses for this study because they are clinically informative and have not been addressed in prior studies that assessed the contribution of drinking motives to the relationship between mood and drinking.

Another conceptual difficulty is the lack of measured drinking motives for lifetime abstainers. Because abstainers are not at risk for developing AD, their information would not be informative for predicting familial risk for overlapping MD and AD.

Because this study was cross-sectional and drinking to manage mood probably reflects current drinking motives, the results cannot be used to evaluate the temporal association between MD and AD. However, given that the familial overlap between MD and AD is completely accounted for by familial factors shared with mood-related drinking motives, this study is still informative about the mechanisms underlying the association between MD and AD.

There are several strengths to this study. This is the first study to assess the role of drinking to manage mood as a mediator of the association between clinically assessed MD and AD. The use of a large sample of community-ascertained twins is especially instructive because it provides data to test explicit hypotheses about the importance of genetic and environmental risk factors underlying mood-related drinking motives in contributing to overlapping liability to MD and AD. Limiting the sample to individuals past the primary risk period for developing MD and AD is expected to increase the accuracy of the results, especially given the different distributions of onset age of MD and AD across gender.

This study contributes to understanding the mechanisms underlying the co-occurrence of lifetime MD and AD. Prospective twin studies that assess the role of drinking motives in the development of AD and MD at multiple time points are needed to clarify the temporal nature of the relationships among these variables. Future studies should also incorporate the role of measured genes in the development of MD and AD over time.
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Fig. 1.
Path diagram for indirect mediation model of the alcohol dependence (AD)–major depression (MD) relationship by drinking to manage mood (MOT). A, additive genetic factors; C, common environmental factors; E, individual-specific environmental factors. Model shown for 1 twin in a pair. MOT indirectly explains the overlap between MD and AD if the loadings on A2, C2, and/or E2 paths are significantly reduced with the inclusion of the factors underlying MOT. For model identification, the corresponding MD and AD loadings from A2, C2, and E2 are equated. Thresholds and mean values were estimated but not shown.
Fig. 2.
Path diagram for direct mediation model of the alcohol dependence (AD)–major depression (MD) relationship by drinking to manage mood (MOT). MOT directly explains the overlap between MD and AD if the genetic (A2) and/or environmental paths (C2, E2) contributing to MD and AD are significantly reduced with the inclusion of MOT in the model.
Fig. 3.
Standardized estimates from mediation analyses of the alcohol dependence (AD)–major depression (MD) relationship by drinking to manage mood (MOT). Estimates from Model II in Table 3.
Fig. 4.
Major depression (MD)–alcohol dependence (AD) correlations before and after partialling drinking to manage mood (MOT). For each gender, estimates for upper figures are based on full bivariate model (see text). Those for the lower figures are from Table 5.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Alcohol Dependence (AD), Major Depression (MD), Mood Drinking Motives (MOT), and Demographic Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th></th>
<th>Females</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>41.1 (7.1)</td>
<td>30–58</td>
<td>39.5 (6.8)</td>
<td>30–62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>13.4 (2.8)</td>
<td>2–20</td>
<td>13.9 (2.4)</td>
<td>3–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income ($1,000s)</td>
<td>56.8 (36.9)</td>
<td>0–230</td>
<td>56.5 (37.4)</td>
<td>0–230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>0.20 (0.21)</td>
<td>0–0.76</td>
<td>0.16 (0.19)</td>
<td>0–0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime MD(^a) (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime AD(^a) (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD and AD (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Males (N = 2,928) females (N = 2,253). MOT is log of the average Mood score.

\(^a\) Includes individuals who have both MD and AD.
Table 2
Within-Person and Cross-Twin Correlations for Lifetime DSM-IV Alcohol Dependence (AD), Major Depression (MD), and Mood-Related Drinking Motives (MOT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Male MZ pairs</th>
<th>Male DZ pairs</th>
<th>Female MZ pairs</th>
<th>Female DZ pairs</th>
<th>Opposite-sex</th>
<th>DZ pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2,928</td>
<td>2,253</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.38 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.25 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.60 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT–MD</td>
<td>0.34 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.10^a (0.01)</td>
<td>0.11^b (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT–AD</td>
<td>0.54 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.43 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.07^c (0.01)</td>
<td>0.08^d (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD–AD</td>
<td>0.32 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.43 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.12^e (0.08)</td>
<td>0.19^f (0.07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in parentheses are standard errors.
MZ, monozygotic; DZ, dizygotic.

Model based estimates from Mplus. Number of complete pairs with MOT: Male MZ = 355; Male DZ = 282; Female MZ = 207; Female DZ = 143; Opp. Sex = 539.

^a Male MOT with female MD.
^b Female MOT with male MD.
^c Male MOT with female AD.
^d Female MOT with male AD.
^e Male MD with female AD.
^f Female MD with male AD.
Table 3

Goodness-of-Fit Results From Phenotypic Analyses Testing the Mediation of the Association of Alcohol Dependence (AD) and Major Depression (MD) by Drinking Motives (MOT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model description</th>
<th>$\chi^2$(param)</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>AParam</th>
<th>$\Delta\chi^2$</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Baseline correlational model</td>
<td>66.6 (44)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Partial mediation model</td>
<td>67.3 (44)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Complete mediation</td>
<td>111.7 (42)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$N = 5,181$; Param, number of free parameters; Comp, comparison model.

Bold entries indicate that estimates are shown in Fig. 3.
Table 4
Goodness-of-Fit Results From Twin Models for Associations Among Lifetime Alcohol Dependence (AD), Major Depression (MD), and Drinking to Manage Mood (MOT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model description</th>
<th>Difference test</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>chi^2 (param)</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>DeltaParam</td>
<td>Delta chi^2</td>
<td>p-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Full unconstrained model</td>
<td>73.6 (38)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Reduced model</td>
<td>79.2 (26)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Complete mediation model</td>
<td>90.3 (22)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Familial mediation</td>
<td>79.8 (24)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Full unconstrained direct mediation model</td>
<td>95.0 (30)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \chi^2 \), Mplus WLSMV chi-square values are approximate, but chi-square difference test values are exact; Param, number of free parameters; Comp, comparison model; Reduced model, no common environment for males or females.

\( N = 5,181 \) twins from 3,904 pairs.
Table 5

Standardized Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors From Best Fitting Indirect Twin Model (Model IV, Table 4) for Alcohol Dependence (AD), Major Depression (MD), and Drinking to Manage Mood (MOT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Common factor 1</th>
<th>Residual MD–AD factor 2</th>
<th>MD-specific factor 3</th>
<th>AD-specific factor 4</th>
<th>Total % variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>0.59 (0.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>0.32 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.00 (−)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>0.61 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.00 (−)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47 (0.07)</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>0.81 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>0.19 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>0.22 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52 (0.06)</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All common environmental loadings were estimated at or could be fixed to 0. Values in parentheses are standard errors. (−) parameter fixed to zero.

Estimates are from Model IV in Table 4. The first set of factors (A1, E1) are factors shared among all 3 variables. A2 and E2 are shared by MD and AD; A3 and E3 are specific to MD; A4 and E4 are specific to AD.

\(a^2\), total genetic influences from all sources; \(e^2\), total individual specific environment.